Abstract-This paper works on clustering issues of uncertain time series data prior to prediction process. The aim of uncertainty analysis is to determine how to deal with uncertain data in order to gain knowledge, fit low dimensional model, and to predict. So as to gain a reliable prediction, uncertainty in data could not be ruled out because it may bring important knowledge. Clustering as a step before prediction process can be seen as the most popular representative of unsupervised learning, while classification together with regression are possibly the most frequently considered tasks in supervised learning. Clustering uncertain time series data posts significant challenges on both modeling similarity between uncertain objects and developing efficient computational methods. This work will benefit in many application domains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is among the most important problem task in data analysis, data mining and machine learning. In fact, while clustering can be seen as the most popular representative of unsupervised learning, classification together with regression is possibly the most frequently considered task in supervised learning [1] . Uncertain time series is believed to be able to avoid risks and help in making better daily decisions, can improve the quality of demand, and identify temporal patterns that emerge and persist [2] . Clustering on uncertain data, one of the essential tasks in mining uncertain data, posts significant challenges on both modeling similarity between uncertain objects and developing efficient computational methods.
The previous studies on clustering uncertain data are largely focus on various extensions of the traditional clustering algorithms designed for certain data. As an object in a certain data set is a single point, the distribution regarding the object itself is not considered in traditional clustering algorithms. Thus, the studies that extended traditional algorithms to cluster uncertain data are limited to using geometric distance based similarity measures, and cannot capture the difference between uncertain objects with different distributions [3] . Clustering uncertain data has been well recognized as an important issue [4] , [5] . Generally, an uncertain data object can be represented by a probability distribution [6] , [7] .
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, the main aims of the paper and briefly related researches will be defined and described in Part II, including the researches related to uncertainty modeling of time series in clustering. Then, scability and clustering process will be explained in Part III. In Part IV, a discussion on prediction of uncertain time series data and the objectives of the investigated research are provided. The flow of approaches will be shown in Part V. The final section of the paper contains the conclusions and references.
II. RESEARCH RELATED
Time series is well known as a stretch of values on a similar scale, indexed by a time that occurs naturally in many application domains such as weather, manufacturing, environmental, economic, finance, and medicine. All data of time series can be processed in order to gain knowledge for future used. Time series mining is one of temporal data mining applications that can help in extracting knowledge. In time of focusing the times series data, there is existence of uncertainty in time series.
Uncertainty is a basic feature of automatic and semi-automatic data processes [8] . There are many solutions have been proposed in order to reduce uncertainty because of risk in losing information and misleading results [9] . The uncertain time series is also a non-negative and precisely different ways in some fields. Particularly, uncertain data refers to data in which the ambiguity on whether it takes place or not, the existence of the data for the particular attribute values are not ascertained with 100 percent probability [10] .
Besides, uncertainty exists in a modeling process, in which it arises from the fundamental choice as seen in grid resolution and from the parameterization of processes unresolved at the grid scale [11] . Also, as example, a high uncertainty brings a big impact on prediction of regional climate change [12] . Then, in fact, a lack of model diversity can cause a limited range of projections in climate change [13] . Meanwhile, the distinct source of uncertainty in prediction includes internal variability, model uncertainty or response uncertainty, and scenario uncertainty [12] , [14] .
The uncertainty has been explicitly indicated as one of the future challenges in many fields [15] . The uncertainty is present in all data processes and methods. The characterizing feature of this and other early works using uncertainty theories is after probabilities have been evaluated and a threshold is used to select matching and non-matching objects [16] . Therefore, the uncertainty generated during data processes is missing [17] , [18] . There are relationships between uncertain and original series [19] , [20] . A certain time series is extracted to represent the original uncertain time series [21] . Uncertain time series can be treated as positional uncertain vectors [22] .
The combination of uncertainties is significant [23] - [25] in time series and brings important knowledge for end user. In order to gain benefits through uncertain time series data, the essential problem of uncertainty should be focused. The problem in related to time series data mining is how to manage the uncertain time series data during clustering process before next data handling. Therefore, this study aims to propose uncertainty modeling of time series during clustering.
III. CLUSTERING
The uncertainty is not an error where error is referring to the indication of the wrongness of measurement [26] . While as the uncertainty in time series brings difference meaning as unique numbers of measured collections of data, which through technology nowadays, it is difficult to collect errors in database collections.
The accuracy of measurements affect all trade, commerce, safety, and many more especially prediction. The quality of these measurements is regulated by a variety important role included the measurement data and random variables, probability density functions, sampling distribution, estimation degrees of freedom and regression [27] . These are important to determine measurement uncertainty because i) it estimates the error associated with the measurement in numerical values, ii) it provides a level of confidence in one"s measurement, iii) it is a good practice, and iv) it is required for laboratory validation process. As a theory, in order to determine uncertainty measurements, there are basic guidelines that can be followed [26] . There are some examples of typical factors that affecting the measurement included: 1) Environment (humidity, vibration, temperature) 2) Accuracy of measurement equipment 3) Stability 4) Instrument resolution 5) Instrument calibration 6) Repeatability 7) Reproducibility 8) Operator 9) Measurement setup 10) Method (procedure) 11) Software Nowadays, handling uncertainty and modeling in an appropriate way normally comes with an increase computational complexity. Since time series datasets have a tendency to increase in size and computationally intense, resource bounded frameworks such as mining data [28] become increasingly relevant, the aspects of computational complexity. Therefore, scalability should always be kept in mind when developing methods for uncertainty handling in data analysis. Indeed, the aspect of scalability in general and its interaction with uncertainty in particular are important on ongoing research [29] .
The idea of clustering is that grouping in a set of unlabeled data for each object of a given radius has to contain at least a minimum number of n objects [4] . Therefore throughout clustering process, in uncertainty, the functions in algorithm return values of the same type as the corresponding new module function (instead of the generally returning a value with a zero; +/-0). A zero or non-uncertainty (certain value) is explicitly display as the integer 0 which understood the new group of data. Then abbreviations for the nominal value (n) are now available which means clustering process can be implemented.
Purposely, three principal categories exist in literature, namely i) partitioning clustering approaches [7] , [30] , ii) density-based clustering approaches [4] , [5] , and iii) possible world approaches [7] . The first two are along the line of the categorization of clustering methods for certain data [31] , the possible world approaches are specific for uncertain data following the popular possible world semantics for uncertain data. As these approaches only examine the geometric properties of data objects and focus on instances of uncertain objects. They do not consider the similarity between uncertain objects in terms of distributions. Partitioning clustering approaches extend the k-means method with the use of the expected distance to measure the similarity between two uncertain objects [7] , [30] . Density-based clustering approaches extend the DBSCAN method and the OPTICS method [4] , [5] in a probabilistic way [3] . The basic idea behind the algorithms does not change where objects in geometrically dense regions are grouped together as clusters and clusters are separated by sparse regions. However, the objects heavily overlap and no clear sparse regions to separate objects into clusters. Thus, the density-based approaches cannot work well.
On the other hands, a sampled possible world does not consider the distribution of a data object since a possible world only contains one instance from each object. The clustering results from different possible worlds can be International Journal of Future Computer and Communication, Vol. 5, No. 6, December 2016 drastically different. The most probable clusters calculated using possible worlds may still carry a very low probability. Therefore, the possible world approaches often cannot provide a stable and meaningful clustering result at the object level, not to mention that it is computationally infeasible due to the exponential number of possible worlds.
Uncertain objects can have any discrete or continuous distribution. The distribution differences cannot be captured by the previous methods based on geometric distances. In many case, the accurate probability distributions of uncertain objects are not known beforehand in practice. Instead, the probability distribution of an uncertain object is often derived from the observations of the corresponding random variable.
As example from [3] , in Fig. 1 , the two objects have different geometric locations. Their probability density functions over the entire data space are different. In Fig. 2 , although the geometric locations of the two objects are heavily overlapping, they have different distributions. The difference between their distributions can also be discovered by extensions of the traditional clustering algorithms designed through captured by the extended methods.
IV. PREDICTION OF UNCERTAIN TIME SERIES
Prediction of uncertain time series is important, for example in climate change problems. It influences the changeable climate that provides more useful information. Then, important knowledge can be tackled from this changeable gap that exists in uncertain time series data, in which the uncertainty can provide better results in terms of quality and efficiency [21] , [32] , [33] . The uncertain time series has been explored extensively in recent years.
Predicting uncertain time series appears to be a serious problem, as the existing forecast of certain time series does not purely mirror the ability of predicting future decisions, considering uncertainty in time series. The certain time series data cannot be implemented in large scale of dataset which bring error in prediction [25] , [34] , [35] . Uncertain time series in prediction is believed can avoid risks and help in making better daily decisions.
Hence, the determination of predicting uncertain time series should be noted as a serious action to be taken to improve the quality of many yields. Therefore, a comparison of the available methods should be carried out in determine the yield of predicting uncertain time series. Then, the limitation found from the analysis can be used as an opening of the experiment and aim at securing the limitation for enhancing the prediction outcome.
Previous studies have discovered some possible types of uncertainty in dataset. Also, clarification of uncertainty in dataset is important in identifying the type of data, so that they are not simply neglected. In normal practice, the organizers or any data collector will neglect any data that they perceive as "error" without investigating uncertain data properties. Therefore, there is an initiative to work on uncertainty modeling in clustering for time series data. In conjunction to this, more work in progress study must be continued in achieve the aim of this study, which is to manage the uncertain time series data during clustering process.
V. FLOW OF APPROACHES
There are properties of uncertainty which included non-negative, loss value or null, truly different ways in a number of fields, data aggregation, privacy-preserving transforms, error-prone mining, positional uncertain vectors, exist in the modelling process where it arises from fundamental choice, and from the parameterization of processes unsolved at grid scale [2] .
The data has gone through a discretization process (a process of organizing the dataset in minimizing redundancy and dependency, and makes it more informative to use). The discretization process involves scale-selective discretization (SSD) procedure as in [36] . This SSD separates small and large scales of the flow using a high-pass filter.
The flows of approaches help in order to propose uncertainty modeling of time series during clustering. The uncertain data is used to prove especially the accuracy of each prediction so that these methods can be studied for time series data. Fig. 3 shows the flow of approaches for this study starting from discretization of raw data until the prediction process. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Time series acts as a stretch of values on a similar scale, indexed by a time that occurs naturally in many application domains. Time series mining is one of temporal data mining applications that can help in extracting knowledge. In time of focusing the times series data, the existence of uncertainty in time series could not be avoided. The essential problem in the circumstance of time series data mining is how to manage the uncertain time series data during clustering process before next data handling. Therefore, this study aims to propose uncertainty modeling of time series during clustering by taking steps throughout scability and detection of uncertainty in time series data before proceed to clustering process. Thus, the flows of approaches helps in order to propose uncertainty modeling of time series during clustering.
